December 3rd, 2019 Turner PTO meeting
Tesa, Aimee, Joyce, Bradi, Brandi, Bob, Suzy, Emily

- Treasurer’s report, no major changes from last month
- Apparel update from Joyce, ordering is closed, 21 orders were placed totalling just over $1k, items should be in by the 19th
- Cross country tent, the PTO will order 2 tents but be reimbursed for one by anonymous parent donor. We will order 2 at the same time to ensure continuity. The approved budget for our half is $850, Bradi is going to investigate vendors.
- ongoing fundraising- amazon smile, milk caps and box tops. Do we want to hold a box tops competition? It would end on March 31.
- Volunteer- no specific needs at the moment. Please remember to log your hours.
- The teacher’s amazon wish lists are going well.
- Further discussion on the hallway/outdoor seating options. Brandi is going to talk with the 7th grade teachers about their needs. Outdoor seating is a huge undertaking. The first step is for Brandy to survey the teachers to find out what they would like. The permitting, planning and implementation is a multi-year process. Once we know what the teachers have in mind we can form a separate committee for this project.
- The next dance is on January 24th, the dj is booked and Tesa will contact Julie and Laurie Anne about the theme and decorations.
- Bob put a new hasp on the concessions cart. We would like the art classes to paint the cart.
- The fall fundraiser surveys that went out to parents and teachers had a poor response.
- The name of our facebook page has been changed to Turner Parents and Volunteers.
- Our next meeting will be on january 7th.